Abstract. Damped Lyα galaxies provide a sample of young galaxies where chemical abundances can be derived throughout the whole universe with an accuracy comparable to that for the local universe. Despite a large spread in redshift, HI column density and metallicity, DLA galaxies show a remarkable uniformity in the elemental ratios rather suggestive of similar chemical evolution if not of an unique population. These galaxies are characterized by a moderate, if any, enhancement of α-elements over Fepeak elemental abundance with [S/Zn]≈ 0 and [O/Zn]≈ 0.2, rather similarly to the dwarfs galaxies in the Local Group. Nitrogen shows a peculiar behaviour with a bimodal distribution and possibly two plateaux. In particular, the plateau at low N abundances ([N/H] < -3), is not observed in other atrophysical sites and might be evidence for primary N production by massive stars.
Introduction
Any slab of intervening material along the line of sight of a background source with hydrogen column density high enough to produce damping wings in Lyα, conventionally log N (HI) > 20.3 cm −2 , is producing a Damped Lyα galaxy (DLA). Damped systems hold a large fraction of neutral gas at high redshift and are considered the progenitors of present day galaxies. Holding neutral gas and being free from ionization effects, DLAs provide column densities at very high precision (≈ 10 %), which together with the fact that they are observed up to redshift ≈ 4.5 or equivalently at a look-back time of ≈ 12 Gyr, expand to almost the entire universe the possibility of a detailed chemical investigation. Observed metallicities are generally low, with [Fe/H] varying between -2.5 and -1.0, but never below -2.5 and with a mild evolution with redshift. The elemental abundances, which we discuss here in more detail, resemble very closely those observed in the dwarf and irregular galaxies of the Local Group which are the subject of this conference.
Dust
Dust is probably present in the DLA and significantly affects the observed abundances. I counted 55 systems for which both Fe and Zn are measured, which are plotted in Fig. 1 . The abundance of Fe is always found below that of Zn. By analogy with the interstellar medium, this behaviour is interpreted as the effect of some Fe being locked into dust grains. Other indicators for the presence of dust are the correlation of [Fe/Zn] with H 2 and the reddening excess of QSOs behind Damped galaxies. The figure shows a clear trend of Fe depletion with metallicity. There is also evidence for a sort of threshold line [Fe/Zn] ≈ -(2 +[Zn/H]) with no Fe depletion below it, which points out to the presence of a forbidden region for dust formation. This behaviour may be relevant for the understanding of dust formation in low metallicity environments.
Fig. 1. Dust evidence in the DLAs

The [α/Zn] ratio
The presence of dust affects abundances of elements participating into dust grains, and it needs either to be corrected or to be avoided. Considering the uncertainties involved in dust formation, the second approach looks safer. S and O are α elements showing little affinity with dust, while Zn is, rather uncomfortably, the only one available among the iron-peak group. In Fig 2 . Such a homogeneitiy in the ratios is strongly suggestive of very similar evolutionary properties of the DLAs if not of a specific population of galaxies, which might dominate the DLA class at least at high redshift.
